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MakeHerUp.com Reviews The Kona Tanning Gradual Tanner

Original post: http://www.makeherup.com/2013/05/24/review-kona-sunless-tanning

I love sunless tanners I will try them all before I am done. But while I love having a golden glow there are a lot of sunless tanners that made me look
more Snooki then just back from vacation sexy. When I was offered the chance to try Kona Tanning Companies Sunless tanner I couldn’t say yes
fast enough. I mean these folks tan the Victoria’s Secret Fashion Models, hello!
Keep reading to find out if it works for us non-models and see a swatch…
The Kona gradual tanner has none of the usual self tanner smell, just a nice soft citrus scent. The formula feels like a nice rich lotion and covers
really well. I like to apply before bed, let it dry thoroughly then wake up with a golden glow. The color is a gorgeous natural tan color and it
doesn’t cause any streaking or weird orange shades. One big thing for me is how self tans fade, I love how naturally the Kona Gradual Tanner
fades. Even if I can’t apply for awhile the color naturally fades without leaving any strange marks.
The photo below is taken after two days use of the Kona Gradual Tanner. As you can see if added a lot of color to my skin but the shade is very
natural. This is a really amazing self tanning product for newbies or sunless tanning junkies like myself. You get a lot of product for the money and a
little goes a long way.

This little tanning spray is amazing! It has a micro fine mist that helps to really cover my skin. It
has zero odor and dries really fast you can apply in the morning and be glowing for a night on
the town. A really gorgeous authentic golden tan color. I love that its small enough
to travel with so you can look great on the go. The great color can help hide skin imperfections
and have you ready to wear your skimpiest summer outfits.

